Abstract. Detection agents in a dynamic network environment has difficult to optimize the reliability, and this problem is a typical Nondeterministic Polynomial Completeness puzzle. This paper proposed an improved genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem, conscientiously introduced the greedy algorithm, and therefore better improved the efficiency of algorithm optimization algorithms in the optimization process. First, construct a mathematical model, multi-agent intrusion detection system between agents as the initial parameters. Then, use the improved genetic algorithm to optimize the model obtained optimal solution to complete optimization objectives.
Introduction
With the development of network technology, the intrusion behavior has become more and more complex and diverse, because of a single intrusion detection agent sometimes can't completely to illegal intrusion behavior timely and effectively, it needs multiple invasion agents to exchange the data and information among each other to finish the testing task. But in the dynamic network environment how to safely and effectively realize the cooperation between intrusion detection agent in testing, has been a focus in agent system.
Model
The proposing of multi-agency process optimization problem. Intrusion detection system has multiple intrusion detection agents, and three factors are needed to be considered, that is, the reliability of the intrusion detection agents, the time of the data transmission and the time of the testing data. Computational complexity in the mathematical model is also need to be considered, using a relatively simple algorithm as far as possible to reduce the additional computation time in consuming in the process and better to improve the optimization efficiency. The agent reliability of participating in the intrusion detection system, the time of the data transmission, the time of testing data are supposed to be known. Now proposed the following three questions:
(1) How to maximize the ultimate reliability of the detection system resource constraints.
(2) How to get the minimized system resource footprint under reliability constraints . (3) How to change this abstract question into the clear and complete mathematical model. Analysis of multi-agency process optimization.The detection agent optimization problem can be described as follows: Known the n detection agents may participate in testing activities, in a particular detection time, the corresponding reliability of the of each agent and their average detection time (including the time of the data transmission and the detection data time) are known and r i > 0 and t i > 0 (i = 1,2, ..., n)(r i indicates the reliability of the i-th unit of detection agents; t i represents the time required by the i-th detection agents unit detects). Because the system time and system resource consumption is proportional, the amount of the detection time can be measured as a system resource footprint. The occupied time of the system directly response the number of the used system resources .
Basic assumptions of multi-agency process optimization .
(1)Detect network is always smooth without network congestion and transmission interruption and other unforeseen circumstances.
(2)According to the change of the usage of the network and detection agents time to realize data updating, i.e. the average detection time is known.
(3)The detection agent from time to time in normal working condition, such as a detection agent problem occurs, the reliability of the detection agents corresponding value update, stop work time value is set at 0.
Multi-agency process optimization model. The mathematical model of the problem can be expressed as the following model.
expressed as the reliability of the final inspection of maximizing system resource constraints and equation (2) is the reliability constraints minimization of system resources occupancy.In the two equations: This can be more due to consider, if the form of mathematical expression in the process of computing the reliability of overly complex, will increase the computational complexity, causing the excessive amount of additional calculations, therefore, the reliability of mathematical models is established using a relatively simple algorithm,good to improve the efficiency of the optimization, but also can easily compare the reliability of the optimization results.
Such optimization problem is a typical Np complete (Nondeterministic polynomial Completeness) problem, the problem-solving method, either in theory or in practice have a certain significance, such as the allocation of resources in the management and investment decisions, loading problems, etc. for such optimization problems. Such method for solving the optimization problem is a heuristic algorithm (greedy algorithm), can also be used genetic algorithm to solve the problem.
Using the enumeration method for solving optimization problems containing n-detect proxy unit need to search for 2 n the solving greedy algorithm (Greedy Algorithm), the first detection agent unit reliability density eighty-two states / ( 1,2, , )
.., n) the values in descending order, then in accordance with the order to select the appropriate detection agent unit to join the collaborative detection, (1) in the system resource constraints, until far beyond the limitations of the system resources (2), the reliability constraints, until less than the final detection reliability constraints. using this method can only be approximate optimal solution, but can not guarantee to be able to get the optimal solution. using genetic algorithm, if the problems mall can get the optimal solution or approximate optimum solution, but when demand for the solution of the optimization problem of large-scale, not get better results with a simple genetic algorithm, even in many cases to get results than by the results obtained by the greedy algorithm to be poor. this is mainly the sake of too much of the search space of the problem, and the search direction indicated by a simple genetic algorithm in such a large search space ineffective at this time, if a genetic algorithm to add some expertise of the problem will help guide its search space quickly, to help improve the quality of the genetic algorithm to solve an improved genetic algorithm to solve multi-agent optimization problem, and significantly improve the efficiency of genetic algorithm to solve the problem.
Improved genetic algorithm in multi-agent intrusion detection process optimization and results analysis
The hypothetical detection agents cell reliability is R, detect proxy unit always used time (including the transmission time and the detection time) is T, the time used for the model (l) the formula: detecting does not exceed s (model of the formula (l), for example model (2) 
The unit optimization problem for the detection agent with improved genetic algorithm to optimize the operating parameters of population size M to take a genetic algorithm, the maximum termination of algebra T, the crossover probability Pc, mutation probability Where were: 
Conclusion
Whether it is in terms of the quality of solutions, or in solving the speed, and the improved genetic algorithm parameter sensitivity than simple genetic algorithm performance has greatly improved. Its main reason for the improvement is that chromosome over evolutionary process constraints limit the invalid, have become one of the approximate optimal solution to satisfy the constraints after the treatment of the greedy algorithm, which approximate optimal solution as the good performance of the seed genetic larger probability to the next generation. Thus, in the initial stage of the genetic algorithm, it is possible to quickly reach good Solutions nearby, so that after the evolutionary process as a basis for the good solution. , Spreadsheet results show that, when the relatively small scale of the problem, this improved genetic algorithm performance is not, and sometimes may even be worse than simple genetic algorithm to improve. However, the mathematical model is based on multi-agent intrusion detection, the number of agents, improved genetic algorithm showed greater advantage.
